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ADMM-DIPTV: combining Total Variation and Deep
Image Prior for image restoration
Pasquale Cascarano · Andrea Sebastiani · Maria Colomba Comes
Abstract In the last decades, unsupervised deep learning based methods have
caught researchers attention, since in many applications collecting a great amount
of training examples is not always feasible. Moreover, the construction of a good
training set is time consuming and hard because the selected data have to be
enough representative for the task. In this paper, we mainly focus on the Deep
Image Prior (DIP) framework powered by adding the Total Variation regularizer
which promotes gradient-sparsity of the solution. Differently from other existing
approaches, we solve the arising minimization problem by using the well known
Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) framework, decoupling the
contribution of the DIP L2-norm and Total Variation terms. The promising per-
formances of the proposed approach, in terms of PSNR and SSIM values, are ad-
dressed by means of experiments for different image restoration tasks on synthetic
as well as on real data.
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1 Introduction
The task of image restoration aims to recover a well-looking image, that is clean
and sharp, from a blurred and noisy observation. Mathematically, for a given
blurred and noisy image g ∈ Rn, the problem can be re-written as an inverse
problem of the following form:
Find u ∈ Rn s.t. Hu+ η = g (1)
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where H ∈ Rn×n is a known operator which models the blur, η ∈ Rn is a real-
ization of the random white Gaussian noise affecting g. Problems of the form (1)
are well known as ill-posed problems [1]. Therefore, it is impossible to invert the
operator H for finding u from (1) due to the lack of stability and/or uniqueness
properties. In the field of image restoration, a lot of methods based on different
approaches have been proposed in order to provide an estimate u∗ of the desired
solution. The most famous and promising methods can be mainly divided in two
categories: regularized reconstruction based [2] and learning based methods [3; 4].
The regularized reconstruction based approaches convert the problem into an op-
timization problem whose objective function has the following form:
u∗ ∈ arg min
u
‖Hu− g‖22 + λR(u), (2)
where the first and the second term are referred as fidelity and regularization
terms, respectively. The fidelity term models the noise affecting g. In this work,
we use the norm L2 since we suppose that the noise comes from a zero-mean
gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ. The regularization term encodes
prior information on the solution, such as its sparsity or regularity [5]. The positive
scalar parameter λ balances the trade-off between the two terms of the sum. A
popular choice for R is the Total Variation [6] which in the discrete setting is
defined as follows:
TV (u) =
n∑
i=1
(√
(Dhu)2i + (Dvu)
2
i
)
, (3)
where Dh and Dv are the first order finite difference discrete operators along the
horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. Recently, the learning-based approaches
have become popular due to their outstanding performances [3; 4]. The supervised
learning-based methods [7] make use of Deep Neural Network (DNN) architectures
to learn the correlation between the degraded images and their cleaned counter-
parts from a set of example pairs. In mathematical terms, they attempt to solve
the following minimization problem:
θ∗ ∈ arg min
θ
L(fθ(G), U), (4)
where fθ is a fixed Deep Neural Network architecture with weights θ, L is a fixed
loss function and {(G,U)} is a training set of degraded-cleaned example pairs
(with G and U we mean the set of degraded images in input and the target,
respectively). Once (4) is solved by means of standard stochastic optimization
algorithms, e.g., ADAM [8] or Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [9], for a given
degraded image g, an approximation u∗ of the desired solution u is obtained as
u∗ = fθ∗(g). However, the success of this supervised framework is strictly related
to the fixed training set, whose elements in some practical applications are hard
to collect. For this reason, we focus on unsupervised deep learning based methods.
One of the most famous unsupervised approach is called Deep Image Prior (DIP),
introduced by Ulyanov et al. in [10] and studied in [11; 12; 13], which aims to solve
the following minimization problem:
θ∗ ∈ arg min
θ
1
2
‖Hfθ(z)− g‖22 (5)
s.t. x∗ = fθ∗(z),
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where fθ is a fixed Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture and z is a
random input vector. The CNN generator is initialized with random weights and
these weights are iteratively optimized so that the output of the network fθ∗(z)
is as close to the target u as possible. Ulyanov showed empirically how the archi-
tecture of Deep CNN, used as a generative network, is able to represent natural
images, but not random noise, without a fixed set of training examples. In this
work, we show how the performances of DIP can be powered by introducing a
further regularizer to the objective function introduced in (5) and how the re-
sulting optimization problem can be solved in an Alternating Direction Method
of Multipliers (ADMM) framework [14]. In the second section we introduce our
ADMM-DIPTV method and we show how the resulting ADMM substeps can be
easily solved. In the third section we present some numerical experiments on test
problem and we compare the results with standard DIP [10] and DIPTV [15].
2 Proposed Method
The main goal of the ADMM-DIPTV is to increase the performances of the Deep
Prior framework adding the isotropic Total Variation regularizer in (3). Our pro-
posal attempt to solve the unconstrained and no-convex minimization problem:
arg min
θ
1
2
‖Hfθ(z)− g‖22 + λ
N∑
i=1
√
(Dhfθ(z))2i + (Dvfθ(z))
2
i , (6)
which is equivalent to the following constrained optimization problem:
arg min
θ,t
1
2
‖Hfθ(z)− g‖22 + λ
N∑
i=1
‖ti‖2 (7)
s.t. Dfθ(z) = t.
We attempt to solve the minimization problem (7) by means of the ADMM
algorithm, which has been recently deeply investigated and applied in a no-convex
image restoration framework [16; 17; 18]. The Lagrangian function with respect
to the problem (7) reads:
L(θ, t, λt) =
1
2
‖Hfθ(z)− g‖22 + λ
N∑
i=1
‖ti‖2
+
βt
2
‖Dfθ(z)− t‖22+ < λt, Dfθ(z)− t >, (8)
where βt is a positive scalar, called penalty parameter, λt is the Lagrangian
parameter associated with the constrain Dfθ(z) = t. According to the ADMM
framework, we seek for its saddle point by minimizing with respect to the primal
variable θ and t, alternatively, and by maximizing with respect to the dual variable
λt. Upon suitable initialization of the variable involved, the k-th iteration of the
ADMM iterative algorithm reads as follows:
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
θk+1 ∈ arg min
θ
1
2
‖Hfθ(z)− g‖22 + βt
2
‖Dfθ(z)− tk + λ
k
t
βt
‖22
tk+1 = arg min
t
λ
N∑
i=1
‖ti‖22 + βt
2
‖t− (Dfθk+1(z) +
λkt
βt
)‖22
λk+1t = λ
k
t + βt(Dfθk+1(z)− tk+1)
(9)
(10)
(11)
The first problem (9) is solved inexactly by applying one iterate of the gradient-
based ADAM method with respect to the variable θ. The numerical gradient is
computed by means of back-propagation [19; 20]. We observe that this optimiza-
tion problem is very close in spirit to the one solved in the classical DIP framework.
In this particular case, we force Dfθk+1(z) to be close to
λkt
βt
−tk. From a numerical
point of view, this squared L2-norm term provides a stabilizing and robustifying
effect to the DIP minimization. The second problem (10) can be easily solved in
a closed form by applying the L2-norm proximity operator in 2D to the point
Dfθk+1(z) +
λkt
βt
.
Our method is inspired by the DIPTV method introduced in [15]. However,
we point out that differently from our ADMM-DIPTV, the method DIPTV make
use of the anisotropic Total Variation [21] which decouples the contribution of
the horizontal and vertical gradient components, while our method exploits the
isotropic Total Variation in which the gradient components are jointly considered.
Moreover, DIPTV directly minimize the objective function using a gradient-based
optimization method (e.g. ADAM or SGD), whereas in this work we make use of
the ADMM procedure described previously.
In this paper, we have used the CNN architecture represented in Figure 1 which
is an adaptation of the U-net architecture proposed in [10].
In
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Fig. 1: The CNN architecture (based on the U-net) used in our method [10; 15].
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3 Experiments
In this section, we present the experimental results on the image denoising prob-
lem which means that H is set equals to the identity operator in (1). For our
ADMM-DIPTV and for the other competing methods (i.e., DIP and DIPTV), the
algorithmic parameters and the number of iterations to be performed are opti-
mized in order to obtain the best trade-off between PSNR metric and the visual
quality expressed by the SSIM metric [22]. We consider a set of 6 images composed
by 4 RGB and 2 grayscale images. These images are shown in Figure 2.
The starting degraded grayscale and RGB images are created by applying the
image formation model (1) to the images in Fig. (2). The codes and the images
used for these numerical experiments are available online1.
First, we test our algorithm on the standard butterfly image corrupted with
different levels of gaussian noise and we compare the reconstruction got with our
method with respect to the standard DIP algorithm. These results, represented in
Figure 3, show that our method preserve the image structure outperforming the
DIP performances also on high noise levels, both in terms of PSNR and SSIM. In
particular, the ADMM-DIPTV recover smooth regions without introducing visual
artifacts.
As second test, we compare the standard DIP method with DIPTV and our
ADMM-DIPTV on the geometric grayscale tomo image depicted in (2). The image
has some low contrast and high contrast patches with big and small objects. We
corrupt the ground truth by adding a white gaussian noise with standard deviation
equals to 30. The starting noisy image is reported in the Fig. (4) with 4 different
close-up highlighting low and high contrast as well as small and big details. We
point out that the small and low contrast circles are completely covered by the
1 https://github.com/sedaboni/ADMM-DIPTV
Fig. 2: The set of images used for the numerical experiments. Top row, from left
to right: butterfly, lighthouse and house images. Bottom row, from left to right:
hill, tomo and camaraman images.
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PSNR=24.185SSIM=0.864,PSNR=27.638SSIM=0.926,PSNR=28.378SSIM=0.946,
PSNR=24.568SSIM=0.891,PSNR=28.212SSIM=0.943,PSNR=29.978SSIM=0.960,
Fig. 3: ADMM-DIPTV (top row) and DIP (bottom row) reconstructions for the
RGB butterfly test image with different level of degradation. In the green and red
boxes we depict the reconstructed images and the starting noisy images, respec-
tively. From left to right the standard deviation of the noise is equals to 10,25,50,
respectively.
added gaussian noise (yellow arrows). The image obtained by applying the DIP
algorithm shows some issues in reconstructing the low contrast patches in the
image: the edges are not sharp and look out of focus, and the small details are
not perfectly retrieved. Moreover, the close-up showing a high contrast crossed and
circular objects reveals the presence of artifacts over the edges and the noise seems
to not be perfectly removed. The addition of TV to the standard DIP framework
seems to solve all the aforementioned issues. For both DIPTV and ADMM DIP-
TV, the low contrast small circles are both perfectly retrieved while the higher
contrast details show sharp edges.
In order to analyse in details the results on this synthetic image over low and
high contrast details, we represent in Fig. 5 the line profiles of rows 90 (low contrast
line profile) and 370 (high contrast line profile). The first and the second rows of
Fig. 5 are the low and high contrast line profiles, respectively. We show by red
lines the starting corrupted line profiles and its reconstructions by DIP, DIPTV
and our ADMM-DIPTV, all of them superimposed on to the ground-truth line
profiles (blue lines). It is evident that the standard DIP is insufficient to get rid of
the noise since both the low and high contrast line profiles look swinging. The low
contrast line profile obtained by DIP misses the small low contrast peak, which
corresponds to the small low contrast circle in the solution by DIP reported in
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NOISY DIP
DIPTV ADMM-DIPTV
ADMM-DIPTV
ADMM-DIPTV
ADMM-DIPTV
ADMM-DIPTV
Fig. 4: DIP, DIPTV and ADMM-DIPTV reconstructions for a grayscale test im-
age tomo degraded with noise level σ = 30 (NOISY). The red squares highlight
different close-up of various patches. The yellow arrows highlight the two small
low contrast circles.
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Fig. (4). This simple test shows how the use of TV promotes the reconstruction of
piecewise constant regions with respect to the standard DIP. However, we observe
that the variable splitting in our ADMM-DIPTV does not suffer of loss of contrast
issues as well as DIPTV.
In the case of RGB image denoising we compare the performances of the three
methods on the hill image degraded with an additive white gaussian noise with
variance σ = 30. In Fig. 6 we depict these results with 4 different close-up high-
lighting some main details. Differently from the DIP, the introduction of TV regu-
larization filter the noise and preserve the details, without the presence of artifacts.
We can notice again that DIPTV and ADMM-DIPTV are more consistent in pres-
ence of noise. Moreover, with respect to the DIPTV, ADMM-DIPTV improves the
sharpness on the edges without loss of focus on small details.
Finally, we perform some tests on all the 6 images in Fig. 2 with different noise
levels, for the purpose of determining which algorithm performs better. In Table 1
we report the PSNR and SSIM metrics of the aforementioned results. In general,
our method outperforms the others especially for high noise levels. The gain ranges
from 0.1 dB to 1 dB for the PSNR metric.
4 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a new algorithm which extend the classical DIP
framework by adding an isotropic Total Variation term and solving the arising
optimization problem in an ADMM framework, differently from DIPTV [15] which
make use of an anisotropic Total Variation term and solves the arising optimization
problem by a standard gradient-based method. The usage of the ADMM splitting
ensures stability to the algorithm as the noise increases and allows to add different
handcrafted regularizers to the standard DIP framework. Our approach reaches
comparable and often better performances than the standard DIP [10] and DIPTV
[15].
Fig. 5: Line profiles by the starting tomo grayscale test image, degraded with
noise level σ = 30, and DIP, DIPTV and ADMM-DIPTV reconstructions. The
rows considered are the 90-th (top) and 370-th (bottom).
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Fig. 6: DIP, DIPTV and ADMM-DIPTV reconstructions for a RGB test image hill
degraded with noise level σ = 30 (NOISY). The blue squares highlight different
close-up of various patches.
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σ = 20 cameraman lighthouse hill house tomo
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM
DIP 29.087 0.908 30.670 0.933 31.585 0.920 24.920 0.831 36.371 0.944
DIPTV 29.169 0.908 30.708 0.939 31.727 0.924 23.968 0.791 35.760 0.944
ADMM-DIPTV 29.882 0.920 31.015 0.942 31.926 0.925 24.989 0.832 36.333 0.942
σ = 30
DIP 27.576 0.881 28.425 0.907 29.337 0.885 24.456 0.825 31.840 0.919
DIPTV 28.008 0.890 29.062 0.925 30.535 0.915 23.691 0.788 30.999 0.917
ADMM-DIPTV 28.098 0.895 29.142 0.921 30.641 0.914 24.825 0.833 32.983 0.926
σ = 40
DIP 25.441 0.820 26.706 0.875 27.382 0.847 23.794 0.808 29.764 0.910
DIPTV 26.044 0.858 27.426 0.901 29.121 0.901 23.550 0.786 29.525 0.911
ADMM-DIPTV 26.495 0.861 27.568 0.905 29.307 0.902 23.659 0.804 30.203 0.917
σ = 50
DIP 23.510 0.728 25.925 0.860 27.424 0.862 22.717 0.780 27.463 0.894
DIPTV 24.988 0.831 26.252 0.883 28.165 0.892 22.751 0.773 27.333 0.903
ADMM-DIPTV 25.583 0.846 26.474 0.891 27.549 0.884 22.850 0.782 29.996 0.915
Table 1: SSIM and PSNR values for DIP,DIPTV and ADMM-DIPTV on test
problems with noise levels σ = 20, 30, 40 and 50. In blue we highlight the best
results.
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